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Abstract: - Digital image data secure techniques have 
recently grows area because in this field great awareness 
due to secure image data or its importance for a large 
number of multimedia applications. Digital images data 
are increasingly transmitted over non-secure multimedia 
channels or Internet. Some important area like military, 
medical and quality control images data must be protected 
against attempts to important work. Important work 
could corrupt image data problem insecure important 
image data. To protect the authenticity of multimedia im-
ages, several approaches have been proposed. Encryption 
is used to transmit data securely in open networks. Infor-
mation contents may be image data. Encryption of text or 
images, which cover the highest percentage of the multi-
media, is most important during secure transmission of 
information. There are so many different techniques that 
should be used to protect confidential image data from 
unauthorized access. The three most important factors of 
image data secure design imperceptibility or undetectabil-
ity, capacity, and security as a performance measure for 
image distortion due to image data embedding, the well-
known peak-signal-to noise ratio. It compute peak signal 
to noise ratio between two images, in decibels unit if im-
age. This ratio is often used as a quality measurement be-
tween the original image data and a secure hard image 
data. Main parameter finds higher the PSNR, image data 
the better the quality of the hard or reconstructed image. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Information had an overriding role throughout history in 
any respect times. Its management is similar of ability 
and power. It will represent battle plans, secret negotia-
tions or current events and TV news. Exploitation of data 
will bring richness. Data won’t to be transmitted by ma-
nuscript or by voice; currently it will travel thousands of 
kilometers in some tenths of second because of waves 
and cables. These quick technological developments 
create data very necessary in our life. However, this po-
werful data is currently additional volatile and may be 
simply intercepted or reproduced with all the implica-
tions that we are able to imagine like false medical diag-
nostic, false military targets or false proof of events [1]. 
The wide accessibility of powerful digital image process 
tools permits intensive access, manipulations and use of 
visual materials. In fact, lot of people might currently 
simply create unauthorized copies and manipulate pic-
tures in such the simplest way that will result in huge 
money or human lives losses. These issues may be higher 
understood with an easy example. A patient with a signif-

icant health problem, discovered from medical diagnostic 
pictures, could eventually improve attributable to medi-
cal treatments. The medical follow-up of that patient in-
volves the interpretation of historic pictures to guage the 
progression of the health problem in time. A possible 
false diagnosing will jeopardize the patient life, if the 
hold on image underwent malevolent manipulations, 
storage errors or compression, such the resulted distor-
tions cannot be detected by the doctor. This is often an 
example wherever modifications aren't tolerated. How-
ever, in several different applications we want to tolerate 
some image process operations for transmission, im-
provement or restoration whereas we still ought to dis-
cover at a similar time any vital changes within the image 
content [2]. Steganography is that the art of concealing a 
message, image or file among another message, image or 
file. Steganography is used to secure the message one 
among the foremost needs of information activity is that 
the hidden data should be invisible. The utilization of 
steganography has several benefits and is extremely 
helpful in digital image process that makes them appro-
priate for a large type of applications. During this fa-
shionable space, web offers nice convenience in trans-
mittal giant amounts of information in numerous ele-
ments of the globe. However, the protection and security 
of long distance communication remains a difficulty so as 
to unravel this downside of security and safety has LED 
to the development of steganography schemes. Stegano-
graphy is totally different from watermarking and cryp-
tography. The main objective of steganography is to cov-
er the existence of the message itself that makes it tough 
for an observer to work out wherever precisely the mes-
sage is. On the opposite hand, cryptography techniques 
tend to secure communications by dynamical the infor-
mation into a kind so it cannot be perceive by an eave-
sdropper. And in watermarking emblem is additional 
vital than data. Steganography is that the variety of hid-
den communication. Planned a scheme of secret writing 
wherever a paper mask with holes is used. The user has 
to write his secret message in such holes when inserting 
the mask over a blank sheet of paper. Then remove the 
mask to fill within the blank elements of the page and 
during this approach the message seems as innocuous 
text. During this paper, we've investigated the problems 
of locating the acceptable location during a given image 
and have obsessed the adjacent picture element distinc-
tion (APD) technique. The image quality is measured by 
suggests that of PSNR using MATLAB platform and com-
pared [3, 4]. 

Histograms: A graphical illustration is analogous to a bar 
graph that organizes a bunch of information points into 
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user-specified ranges. The bar chart condenses an infor-
mation series into a simply taken visual by taking several 
data points and grouping them into logical ranges or 
bins. A bar chart could be a graphical show of informa-
tion exploitation bars of various heights. The horizontal 
axis of the graph represents the color variations, whereas 
the vertical axis represents the quantity of pixels in this 
specific color. The bar chart compresses an information 
series into a simply taken visual by taking several data 
points and grouping them into logical ranges.  It plots the 
amount of pixels for every tonal worth. 

  
Figure 1: Histogram 

Image Histogram: An image bar chart may be a graphical 
illustration of the pixels intensities distribution in a pic-
ture. Histograms are created from bins, every bin 
representing a particular intensity value vary. The bar 
chart is computed by examining all elements within the 
image and distribution every to a bin depending on the 
pixel intensity. The peak of a bin represents the quantity 
of pixels assigned to that. The quantity of bins during 
which the entire intensity vary is split is sometimes with-
in the order of the root of the quantity of pixels [5]. 

 
Figure 2: image histogram 

Digital Image Content Definition Challenge  
Strict image authentication considers a picture as non-
authentic once simply a picture component or maybe one 
little bit of information has been modified. There are ap-
plications that require such service. However, this is of-
ten not the required authentication technique for many 
practical cases. Ideally, we want to compress a picture so 
as to save lots of memory space or bandwidth; we might 
want to reinforce a picture and restore it for higher sen-
sory activity quality or maybe to convert its format dur-

ing this context, we'd like an authentication service that 
tolerates specific image process operations. These image 
process operations modification component values while 
not modifying the image content. Therefore, the impor-
tant drawback of selective image authentication is said to 
the matter of image semantic content definition. In dif-
ferent words, we'd like to find only changes that generate 
a modification within the image visual image or a mis-
take in its interpretation like an object disappearance or 
the looks of a brand new object. Consequently, to develop 
acceptable selective image authentication approaches, 
it's necessary to differentiate between manipulations 
that modification the image content and people that pre-
serve it. Sadly, this distinction isn't simple to compre-
hend technically. Moreover, this distinction may modifi-
cation with pictures, applications and even at intervals 
one image. However, within the current literature sever-
al innovative characteristics and options are projected to 
explain the image content and establish content modifi-
cations. Many image process operations are listed in Ta-
ble 1 and a pair of Operations given in Table 1 preserve 
image content in most cases and so authentication ways 
ought to tolerate them. Table two lists manipulations 
that modification the image content and so they need to 
be detected by selective authentication strategies [6]. 
Application of Histogram Method are CT lung studies, 
Thresholding, Normalization, Normalization of images, 
Presentation of high dynamic images (IR, CT)[7]. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Saidi A.L et al. [8].in this paper a new image encoding 
system utilizing fractal theories is proposed. This ap-
proach exploits the main feature of fractals generated by 
IFS techniques. Two levels of encryption and decryption 
methods performed to enhance the security of the sys-
tem. The encrypted date represents the attractor gener-
ated by the IFS transformation, Collage theorem is used 
to find the IFS for decrypting data. The proposed method 
gives the possibility to hide maximum amount of data in 
an image that represent the attractor of the IFS without 
degrading its quality. Also to make the hidden data ro-
bust enough to withstand known cryptographic attacks 
and image processing techniques which do not change 
the appearance of image the security level is high be-
cause the jointly coded images cannot be correctly re-
constructed without all the required information. 

Dinesh Gupta et al [9].For high security, encryption is 
one the way to protect the information from leakage. 
Many applications like military image database, medical 
imaging system and online personal photograph album 
require fast and robust security system because they are 
stored and transfer through network. Image encryption 
is conversion of image to a distorted form so that it can 
be secured from unauthorized users. In this paper re-
views of some image encryption techniques and finally 
investigate two methods for image encryption. First 
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technique is encryption of image by linear congruential 
generator. Random numbers are generated by prime 
modulo multiplicative linear congruential generator. 
These numbers are used as index for shuffling of rows, 
columns and pixels of an image. Second technique uses 
logistic maps to generate random number sequences. 
These random numbers are used as index for shuffling of 
rows, columns and pixels of an image. Finally we have 
analyzed two methods on basis of image quality parame-
ters. 

Sheng-Fu Liang et al [10], in this paper, a novel two-stage 
noise removal algorithm to deal with impulse noise is 
proposed. In the first stage, an adaptive two-level feed 
forward neural network (NN) with a back propagation 
training algorithm was applied to remove the noise 
cleanly and keep the uncorrupted information well. In 
the second stage, the fuzzy decision rules inspired by the 
human visual system (HVS) are proposed to classify the 
image pixels into human perception sensitive class and 
no sensitive class, and to compensate the blur of the edge 
and the destruction caused by the median filter. An NN is 
proposed to enhance the sensitive regions with higher 
visual quality. According to the experimental results, the 
proposed method is superior to conventional methods in 
perceptual image quality as well as the clarity and 
smoothness in edge region. 

Jiankun Hu et al [11] proposed a novel pixel-based 
scrambling scheme to protect, in an efficient and secure 
way, the distribution of digital medical images. To pro-
vide an efficient encryption of a large volume of digital 
medical images, the proposed system uses simple pixel 
level XOR operation for image scrambling in an innova-
tive way such that structural parameters of the encryp-
tion scheme have become a part of the cryptographic 
key. The cryptographic key of this operation is a true 
random number sequence generated from multi-scroll 
chaotic attractors. Two techniques for random number 
generation are discussed below. 
Manjinder Kaur et al. [12] reported that Image compres-
sion is a method through which we can reduce the sto-
rage space of images, videos which will helpful to in-
crease storage and transmission process’s performance, 
Images are compressed using lossy and Lossless com-
pression schemes. In this paper Fractal image compres-
sion is discussed. Fractal image compression is a lossy 
compression method for digital images, based on fractals. 
The method is best suited for textures and natural im-
ages, relying on the fact that parts of an image often re-
semble other parts of the same image. Fractal Encoding 
involves partitioning the images into Range Blocks and 
Domain. Blocks and each Range Block are mapped onto 
the Domain Blocks by using contractive transforms 
called the Affine Transforms. The Fractal encoding tech-
nique takes a longer encoding time and less decoding 
time. 

G.A. Sathish Kumar et al. [13] proposed a new image en-
cryption algorithm using random pixel permutation 
based on chaos logistic maps and prime modulo multip-
licative linear congruential generators. The random-like 
nature of chaos is effectively spread into the encrypted 
image through permutation and transformation of pixels 
in the plain image. The pixel transformation results in the 
encryption scheme being resistive to cryptanalytic at-
tacks. Simulation results show high sensitivity to key, 
plaintext and cipher text changes. From a cryptanalytic 
point of view, the scheme is highly resistive to 
known/chosen plaintext and cipher text attacks. The 
proposed technique gives good parametric and sensitivi-
ty results proving itself an eligible candidate for image 
encryption. Moreover it is a lossless encryption tech-
nique and hence use for securing medical and military 
image. 

Linhua Zhang et al [14] improved the properties of con-
fusion and diffusion in terms of discrete exponential 
chaotic maps, and design a key scheme for the resistance 
to statistic attack, differential attack and grey code at-
tack. In this paper implementation of spatial S-box and 
design of key scheme for the resistance to statistic attack 
and grey code attack is being done. This scheme can res-
ist to the error function attack (EFA) which be regarded 
as a very effective attack recently. 

Chen and Lai [15] presented security system for encryp-
tion of images using cellular automata CA by substitution 
of image pixels recursively. The proposed procedure per-
forms confusion diffusion properties because of CA’s 
flexibility. The encryption model produces lossless im-
ages using the same large secret key at both sender and 
receiver sides by replacing pixel values. The authors used 
two images color and grayscale in simulation to show 
strong performance. The proposed CA system uses hybr-
id two dimensional von Neumann cellular automata for a 
key stream of random sequence and recursive substitu-
tion. They also discussed the benefits of suggested sys-
tem as the keys; secret, type selection, CA, and iteration 
keys are of variable lengths, the second benefit is that to 
cover replacement and cropping attack due to 2-D CA 
size with respect to size of image, and third one advan-
tage is its economy in computational uses of resources 
for encryption and decryption as it uses only simple logi-
cal and integer arithmetic operations. And the new sys-
tem is better than RC-4, AES, and 3-DES. 

Verma and Jain [16] described a less complex algorithm 
to encrypt images using Dual Tree Complex Wavelet 
Transform which divide the image into approximation 
and detail parts. The first is encrypted with the help of 
pixel chaotic shuffle technique and other is protected 
using Arnold Transform. According to authors’ claim the 
image is highly secured even if its first is removed with-
out extracting algorithm then the complete image cannot 
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be achieved. The simulation results also showed that the 
decrypted image at receiving end is entirely same as 
original while having entropy differences and mean er-
ror. 

III. EXPECTED OUTCOME 
In research work the digital image data are secure image 
data system development and achieve real reliable image 
data, separate data extraction and great improvement on 
the quality of marked images. To solve the problems re-
lated to data extraction and image re-establishment.  
Proposed algorithm for data embedding our objective is 
to retrieve the original image data without loss.  

VI. CONCLUSION 
Various techniques involving geometry for image encod-
ing is studied of these techniques have their own benefits 
and drawbacks. The utilization of fractals enhances the 
perplexity of the encrypted image however at a similar 
time it should prove to be complicated to the user itself. 
Pattern generation method is time consuming that could 
be a disadvantage to the user because the whole encod-
ing method can become time overwhelming, however on 
the opposite hand its advantageous because crypto-
graphically attacks like brute force attack is avoided be-
cause of a similar. this can be thus as a result of it'd be a 
really tedious task for the attacker to guess the key since 
the Benoit Mandelbrot geometry is very sensitive to a 
moment amendment in its parameters. The techniques 
are classified supported PSNR values that outline the 
peak Signal to Noise ratio between the first plain image 
and therefore the encrypted image. The Mean square 
Error (MSE) should be most between the first image and 
therefore the encrypted image and therefore the PSNR 
should be low because PSNR is inversely dependent on 
the MSE. 
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